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Abstract
In this paper we derive the coupling of light stabilized radions to gluons in
the Randall-Sundrum model and use it to compute the radion production cross
section at hadron colliders by gluon fusion. Using the eective Lagrangian for
higgs coupling to gluons in the heavy quark limit we then show analytically
that the radion production cross section through gluon fusion would exceed the
higgs production cross section by a factor that varies between 7 and 8. We have
veried this conclusion by the more exact calculation of the higgs production
cross section. We also discuss the decays of such a radion into dierent SM
particles.
1 Production of Radion at a Hadron Collider
Recently Goldberger and Wise showed that the modulus in the Randall-Sundrum
[1] scenario can be stabilized [2] by introducing a scalar eld in the bulk. The
stabilized modulus turns out to be very light if its mass arises from a small bulk
scalar mass. It was shown subsequently [3] that the radion couples to the SM
elds on the visible brane via the eqn. LI = 1hiT


~ where T  is the trace of
the symmetrized and conserved energy momentum tensor for SM elds. At tree








The fermion and gauge boson terms show the scale breaking eects due to
electroweak symmetry breaking. The coupling of the radion to the weak gauge
bosons W and Z are therefore suppressed relative to hWW and hZZ couplings
by factors of 2Mwghi and
sin 2W
e Mzhi respectively. The higgs boson production
at LHC by the weak boson fusion mechanism is itself suppressed relative to the
gluon fusion mechanism over most of the range of Mh (Mh < 1 Tev). Hence
the radion production at LHC by weak boson fusion is also not expected to be
the dominant or ecient mechanism. In this article we shall therefore focus on
radion production from hadronic constituents namely the quarks and gluons at
a hadron collider.
1
Since the gluons are massless the radion does not couple to the gluons at
the tree level. However the running of the gauge coupling in QCD breaks the
scale invariance and induces a trace anomaly [4]. The trace anomaly in QCD













 − @Aa + gfabcAbAc ] is the
gluon eld strength tensor and a=1..8. For s^ = M2h < 4M
2
t we have nf = 5
dynamical quarks and hence (gs)2gs  −3:84s4 . On the other hand for s^ =
M2h > 4M
2
t we have nf = 6 and hence
(gs)
gs
 −3:50s4 . Here s^ is the parton
level center of mass energy. As we go to higher and higher energies the number
of dynamical quarks increase causing (gs) and hence the radion production
crosssection to decrease slowly. The cross section however decreases much more
dramatically with increasing hi. The anomaly contribution is independent of
fermion mass. Even if EW symmetry were exact and all fermions had remained
massless the trace anomaly would still lead to the above coupling of hi to
gluons. In the presence of EWSB, heavy quark loops give rise to a contribution
to L~gg. In the innite mass limit this contribution can be obtained by replacing
v by hi in the eective Lagrangian for hgg coupling. Clearly this contribution is
smaller than the anomaly contribution written above. Note that Lgg generates
momentum dependent ~gg, ~ggg and ~ggg couplings. The strength of these
couplings are proportional to (gs) which includes the contribution of gluons as
well as the dynamical quarks. The above Lagrangian also indicates that radions
could be produced either singly or in association with gluons at a hadron collider
by gluon fusion. In fact since the radion coupling to the valence quarks are very
small the gluon fusion mechanism turns out to be the dominant production
process for radions at hadron colliders. qg ! ~ and qg ! ~ make a verysmall
contribution to radion production in O(s)3. The radion coupling to gluons is
very similar in structure to the eective Lagrangian that gives the higgs coupling
to gluons [5] in the heavy quark limit. As in the case of the radion the gluon
fusion also turns out to be the primary production mechanism for higgs boson at
hadron collider. The dominant contribution to gg ! h arises from closed loops
of heavy quarks that occur in the theory. In this work we shall assume that
the number of heavy quarks (Nh) is equal to one namely the top. It has been
shown [6] that the heavy quark limit MhMq ! 0 is an excellent approximation to
the exact two loop corrected rate for gg ! h. The heavy quark limit gives good
agreement with the exact rate for Mh < 2Mt. As Mh ! 2Mt the exact result
rises above the heavy quark result and exhibits a small bump corresponding to
the tt threshold. The width of the bump i :e the departure region increases with
increasing Mt. The disagreement between the two results in the mh  2Mt
region however is always less than a factor of two at LHC. The heavy quark
2
limit for gg ! h can be obtained from the gauge invariant eective Lagrangian
[5]









 = 1 + 2s is the anomalous dimension of the mass operator arising from
QCD interactions. h is the heavy quark contribution to the QCD beta function.
Since the hgg coupling in the Mq ! 1 limit arises from heavy quark loops it
is only the heavy quarks that contribute to the h in eqn(3). To order (3s) the
heavy quark contribution [6] to (gs) is given by h = Nh s12 [1 +
19s
4 ]. On
the other hand the (gs) that appears in the gluon coupling to the dilaton like
radion mode arises from the trace anomaly. The trace anomaly has its origin
in the heavy regulator elds as their masses are taken to innity. So it includes
the gluonic contribution as well as that of dynamical quarks. This dierence in
the two beta function contributions makes the gg coupling greater than the
hgg coupling even for vhi =
1
4 . However with increasing hi the hgg coupling
ultimately wins over the gg coupling. This feature is clear from g 1 where it
is shown that with increasing hi, (pp ! ~) ultimately becomes smaller than
(pp ! h).
Let us now make some rough numerical estimate about the ratio (pp!)(pp!h)
in the lowest order (O(s)). Our estimates will depend only on the relative








4 to lowest order. Also in this region the heavy quark limit provides
a good approximation to the exact result for (pp ! h). We nd that ggggggh 
−2:88 for hi = 1 Tev. Above the 2Mt threshold we have (gs)2gs  −3:50s4 .
Although in this region the heavy quark limit does not work that well for the
higgs cross section we can still get an order of magnitude estimate (lower by at
most a factor of two) using it. The ratio of couplings now (
p
s^ > 2Mt) becomes
ggg
gggh
 −2:63. The lowest order cross section for pp ! h in the heavy quark
limit is given by









where  = M
2
h
S and ^0 =
2s
576v2 . Using the fact that the eective Lagrangians for
higgs and radion production by gluon fusion are similar except for couplings we
nd that if hi=1 Tev then the cross section for pp ! ~ will exceed that of pp !
h by a factor of 8.3 for
p
s^ < 2Mt and by a factor of 6.9 for
p
s^ > 2Mt. However
for hi=5 Tev the radion production cross section will be suppressed relative to
the higgs cross section roughly by a factor of three. These features have been
exhibited in g 1 where we have plotted the lowest order higgs production cross
section (both exact and the heavy quark limit) and the radion cross section (for
three dierent values of hi) against the mass of the particle (~ or h) at LHC.
3
e : <  >= = 5 TeV
d : SM Higgs: Heavy Top Limit
c : SM Higgs: Exact Result
b : <  >= 2 TeV





















Figure 1: Radion production cross-section at the LHC for < ~ >= 1 TeV.
Our estimates are based on lowest order calculations. It is known that higher
order QCD corrections increases the lowest order rate by a factor (K factor) that
lies between 2 and 3 at LHC [6, 7]. The QCD radiative corrections done in the
heavy quark limit forms an excellent approximation to the exact calculations.
To calculate the K factor one therefore always uses the heavy quark limit. But
in the heavy quark limit the eective Lagrangian for higgs production is similar
in structure to the Lagrangian for radion production. Hence the K factor for
higgs production in the heavy quark limit will be the same for the radion also.
So higher order QCD corrections will not aect the relative rate between the
radion and the higgs to a very high degree of accuracy. But we have not take
into account the k factor in g. 1.
4
2 Radion Decay
Now let us consider the decay of the radion. Radion can couple to all the SM
particles. The radion coupling to the fermions and massive gauge bosons are
similar to that of SM higgs to these particle. All these couplings are suppressed
with respect to the SM case by a factor of v<> . BUt due to trace anomaly we
see that the ~− g − g coupling is enhanced over the SM case. We will now see



































Figure 2: Branching ratiof Radion into dierent channels for < ~ >= 1 TeV
The running of QED coupling also introduces a conformal anomaly. This







Where F has the usual meaning. We have used the following values of
5
(e)














m~ < 2mW (6)
We want to mention that in the SM, in the heavy quark limit, the h0−γ−γ













Hence the radion coupling is also enhanced over the h0γγ coupling. So we
expect that radion decay branching ratio to photons and gluons are enhanced
over that SM higgs decay branching ratio to the same channels. We plot the
radion decay branching ratio into dierent channels in Fig. 2. As we expected,
for some radion masses the gluon gluon branchin ratio is almost equal to 1. The
other thing to note is that the photon photon branching ratio is also 5 to 8
times larger than the SM higgs to 2 photon branching ratio. This might have
some interesting consequence in radion search.
3 Conclusions
In this paper we examined the radion production at LHC. This cross-section is
larger than the SM higgs production cross-section by a factor of 6 -8. The radion
decay to gluons and phtons are also enhanced due to the enhanced ~− g− g or
~− γ − γ coupling. the other partial decay widths are suppressed with respect
to the SM higgs by a factor depending on the vev of ~.
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